
Can You Save The Grey Wolf?

Did you know that Grey wolves can travel up to 10 wolves in
a pack? The Grey Wolf is amazing, and the Grey Wolf is
threatened and is going to be endangered. The reason is
because of the loss of habitat that humans are taking from them,
human conflict, and you can also learn how to save them.

The Grey Wolf is losing its habitat fast
because of humans taking down the trees
and wanting to build more buildings.
Humans want to build more stores,
buildings, and homes but they need more
room to build, so their only option is to cut
down the trees of the Grey Wolf’s habitat.
This shows that the Grey wolf has a high
chance of being endangered. Also, the grey
wolf’s loss of habitat has changed the numbers of Grey wolves drastically.

The main reason the Grey wolf is endangered is because of farmers poaching them so
they stay away from their animals. The farmers are worried that the wolf will kill their whole
flock, they will not have any more animals, and will be unable to make any more money.
There are also only about two hundred fifty thousand to two hundred thousand wolves in the
wild.

The Grey wolf can be dangerous but don’t be worried they just want to defend their
territory. We should stop building houses and defend the grey wolf. You can also save it by



activating the Biden administration to reactivate the grey wolf species on the Endangered
Species Act and donating money. The Grey Wolf Might be dangerous but you can save them.

Finally, The Amazing Grey Wolf is at the bottom of the list of the Endangered Species Act.
Yet, if we don’t save it it will become extinct, and the deer populations will go out of the roof.
The Grey Wolf is important for providing food for other carnivores. So if you want to see The
Grey Wolf again I suggest you start acting…………
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